
Digital economy refers to an economy that is based on digital 

computing technologies such as AI.Eversince the discovery of 

digitation the world been increasing become more connected 

and automated than ever before. The impact of technology is 

impeccable and though it varies it has made significant 

changes in our lives like you want to find the capital of 

Morocco which is Rabat you would have to look in an atlas 

whereas now its a click away in google. Despite the digital 

economy bringing us many benefits it does also come with 

unwanted consequences of potential stealing manual jobs eg 

manufacturing which is one industry that is massively affected 

by the digital economy. These manual jobs are being taken 

over my machines and AI as they require no labour 

cost.Eventough some jobs traditionally did by humans will be 

automated it will also create new jobs like vloggers and app 

developer which didn’t exits 100 years ago. 

 

As a genz who is part of a generation with the most exposure 

to technological development I can say the digital economy 

has greatly affected my life. In school education has explored 

new forms of learning which enables personalisation and 

more flexible learning. School before the pandemic being 

included by technology largely was still using traditional 

methods of doing work in books and handing it to teachers to 

be marked etc. The pandemic has opened new gates to the 

world of education with more than half of the world doing 

online school and communicating through online video 

platforms such zoom, google meet etc. Online learning 

explored new flexible learning methods with convenience. 

Students have the choice to submit their work online where it 



can be stored without hazel, marked and reviewed easily 

without the need to have serval books.Digltal economy 

brought innovations and improved the quality of learning and 

teaching.   

Other than in school a place in most people’s life’s which play 

a key role is social media which is a big part of the digital 

economy. Social media platforms connect people, educate 

them, becomes a place where you can share ideas and 

expresses one’s true self. Despite all these positive things 

social is associated with a lot of negativity; it was found to be 

the main causes of many eating disorder, low self-teem, and 

depression. Social connects people in all aspects letting 

someone know what you been up to and how life is generally 

going. But the issues is when the platform becomes a place of 

escape from reality and people spend too long there .People 

are like sponges we absorb thoughts, emotions and 

information but when scrolling becomes a constant action and 

we crave more and more content we keep scrolling ,forgetting 

time and drifting away from reality. Many of us are victims of 

the never-ending posts we sometimes feel that catching up  

and being on social media is necessary to feel part of society 

and find acceptance. Social media is also a place where 

companies take advantage of people and use there scrolling 

patterns to be converted into to personalised information to be 

used to market products to them. But when these algorithm 

bombard us with post and videos we keep scrolling and 

compare ourselves and our lives to the so called influencers’ 

who are the pretties and living the best life. But often people 

only show the happiest moments of life and many picture are 

expertly edited but people don’t know that. In conclusion 



digital economy has effects on people’s lives will even more 

in the future .    

 

 

 

 

  


